






11. A student purchases some books for 
Rs. 1600. Ifhe had bought 8 more books 
for the same amount, each book would 
cost Rs. 10 less. The nwnber of books he 
buys is 

(a) 30

(b) 32

(c) 34

(d) 36

12. A hemisphere depression is cut out from
one face of the cubical wooden block 
such that the radius r of the hemisphere 
is equal to half of the edge of the cube. 
What will be the surface area of the 
remaining solid ?

(a) 2r2(ir+24)

(b) r2(ir+24)

(c) 2r2(ir+36)

(d) r2(rr+36)

13. A rod of length / is to be divided into
two parts, such that if 5 times the
smaller portion is added to half of the
larger portion, it will always be less
than /. This can be achieved by taldng
length of the larger portion more than

9 (a) 10 l

(b) 218

(c) i17

(d) ¾1
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14. Which of the following conilitions bold
good for a train which crosses the bridge
of length / in time t

1 
and crosses another

bridge of length 4 in time /
2 

?

4. Speed of train is 1 � if 1
1

- t
2 

= 5 

Select the correct answer using the codes 
given below : 

'(a) 1 and 4 only 
(b) 2 and 4 only 
(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 2 and 3 only

15. A tourist covers half of his journey by
train at 60 km/h, half of the remainder 
by bus at 30 km/h and the rest by cycle 
at 10 km/h. Average speed of the tourist 
during the journey is 
(a) 36 km/h
'(b) 33 km/h
(c) 24 km/h
(d) 18 km/h

16. In a lake, the t ip of a bud of lotus is
seen 10 cm above the surface of water.
Forced by the wind, it gradually moved,
and just submerged at a distance of
30 cm. The depth of water at the root of
the lotus plant will be
(a) 40 cm

(b) 50 cm

(c) 60 cm
(d) 70 cm



17. A man sold a chair and a table together
for Rs. 7,600, thereby making a profit of
25% on the chair and 10% on the table.
By selling them together for Rs. 7,500
he would make a profit of 10% on the
chair and 20% on the table. Then the
cost price of chair and table will be

(a) Rs. 3000 and Rs. 4000

(b) Rs. 3500 and Rs. 4000

(c) Rs. 3000 and Rs. 3500

(d) Rs. 3500 and Rs. 3500

18. In two concentric circles, a chord length
80 cm of larger circle becomes a tangent
to the smaller circle whose radius is
9 cm. The radius of the larger circle will
be

(a) 13 cm

(b) 41 cm

(c) 52 cm

(d) 75 cm

19. Professionals who breach the 'duty of

care' are liable for injuries their 
negligence causes, This liability is 
commonly referred to as 

(a) Professional offense

·(b) Professional negligence

( c) Professional misdeed

(d) Professional malpractice
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20. Information used in a business, generally
unknown to the public, that the company
has taken strong measures to keep
confidential is called

(a) A patent

(b) A copyright

( c) A trade secret

( d) A trade mark

21. A committee of 4 is to be formed from
among 4 girls and 5 boys. What is the
probability that the committee will have
number of boys less than number of
girls?

'(a) 29

(b) 
4 
9 

(c) 5

1
(d)
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22. The solution of initial value problem;
du= 2 !u +u, where u(x, o) = 6e-3x is
dx ot 

(a) u = 6e-3x+t

(b) u = 6e-(2x+2t)

. (c) u = 6e-(3x+2t) 

(d) u = �e-(3x-2t)
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23. Polar form of the Cauchy-Riemann
equations is

au av av au (a) -=r- and -=-r-
ar ae ar. ae 

(d) au= r
av and av=_.!_ au

dr ae ar r ae 

24. If f(z) has a pole of order n at z = a,

then Residue of function f(z) at a is

(a) Res f(a) "."

(:) , { :::�, (<z-•r'J(z)iL

(b) Resf(a) =

(n�I)! {::.-�, (<z-a)"-'J(z))L

(c) Resf(a) =

(:)! 
{ ::.-�, {<z-a)" J(z))L

.,(d) Ji( ) Res a =

(n � I)! { ::.�, ((z-a)" J(z))L
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25. Consider following diagram: AC is a
diameter of the large circle and AB=BC.

The ratio of areas of the large circle to 
the small circle of a square is 

(a) 4: 1

(b) 1 :4

(c) 2: 1

(d) 1:2

26. Which term refers to a single person
having authority to oversee all aspects
of a product's production scheduling,
inventory, dislocation and sales ?

(a) Project management

· (b) Product management

( c) Commercial management

( d) Venture management 

27. The lowest Eigen value of the 2 x2

. [4 2] . matrtx 1 3 1s

(a) 1

. (b) 2 

(c) 3

(d) 5













54. Consider the following data for a
domestic biogas plant :

Number of cows = 5

Retention time = 20 days 
Temperature = 30°C 
Dry matter consumed = 2 kg/day 
Biogas yield = 0·24 m3/kg 
Efficiency of burner = 60% 
Methane proportion = 0·8 
Heat of combustion of Methane =

28 MJ/m3 

Density of dry material in fluid = 

50 kg/m3 

The power available from the digester 
will be nearly 

(a) 16·2 MJ/day

(b) 24·3 MJ/day

(c) 32·3 MJ/day

{d) 48·6 MJ/day

55. The best tool to ensure that there is
neither piling up of stocks nor shortage
of materials in a project to run it
economically is

(a) Economic Order Quantity

(b) ABC Analysis

'( c) Inventory Control and Management

(d) Gantt Chart Method

56. A machine is expected to generate cash 
saving (after-tax) of Rs. 50,000 per 
annum over a period of 5 years. Salvage 
value of machine is 40% of the original 
cosL If accounting rate of return is 20%, 
cost of two such machines will be 
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(a) Rs. 78,125

(b) Rs. 1,56,250

(c) Rs. 3,12,500

(d) Rs. 6,25,000

57. It is expected to receive Rs. 5,000
annually for 3 years with each receipt 
occurring at the end pf the year. With a 
discount rate of 10%, the present value 
of the annuity will be nearly 

(a) Rs. 12,435

(b) Rs. 9,945

(c) Rs. 4,975

(d) Rs. 2,487

58. In a project life cycle, the maximum
percentage of effort is done in

(a) Concept phase

(b) Defmition phase

"( c) Planning and organizing phase

( d) Implementation phase .

59. In progress of a project, the percentage
of error will be less in

(a) Definitive cost estimate

(b) Detailed estimate

( c) Preliminary estimate

( d) Study estimate 



60. In principle, the network should not be
made complex. No control system, for
that matter, can operate unless it is kept
simple. This principle is called

(a) CPM

(b) PERT

(c) KlSS

(d) GERT

61. Which one of the following is a viable
alternative to term-loans and are instru
ments for raising debt finante by large
publicly traded firms ?

(a) Shares

(b) Debentures

( c) Asset loans

( d) Gold loans

62. Which one of the following makes the
design, assembly and operation of
complex systems feasible and practical ?

(a) System Architecture

• (b) Modularization

(c) Standardization

(d) Composition

63. Which one of the following schedules
shows the specific activities necessary to
complete an activity or work package ?
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(a) Project schedule

(b) Master schedule

o ( c) Task schedule

(d) Internal schedule

64. In a stable ceramic crystal structure, a 
cation is surrounded by three anions in 
the form of a planar equilateral triangle. 
The ratio of the cation-anion radius for 
the crystal is nearly 

(a) 0·16

'(b) 0·24 

(c) 0·32

(d) 0·41

65. During tensile testing of a material, if 
cross-sectional area of the specimen is 
doubled, the load required to produce 
the same elongation shall be 

(a) Double

(b) Half

(c) Same

( d) Four times

66. When two or more chemically different
monomers are polymerized to form a
cross link polymer along with · some
byproduct such as water, the process is
known as

(a) Crystallographic polymerization

(b) Addition polymerization

(c) Copolymerization

• ( d) Condensation polymerization
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97. Statement (I) : The prevention costs
increase with the intro
duction of a quality
system and may be a
significant proportion of
the total quality costs.

Statement(II) : Costs associated with
education and training
are not included m
prevention costs.

98. Statement (n : An emulator is not a
mixture of hardware and
so ftware and it cannot be

. used to test and debug the
hardware and software of
an external system.

Statement(Il) : Part of the hardware
of an emulator is a
multiwire cable which
connects the host system
to the system being
developed.

99. Statement (I) : Agency-loyalty is acting
to fulfill one's con
tractual duties to an
employer.

Statement(II) : Agency-loyalty is entirely
a · matter of actions,
whatever its motives.

100. Statement (I) : An EIA is a study of
the probable changes in
socio-economic and bio
physical characteristics
of the environment that
may ·result from a pro
posed action. ,1o

Statement(II) : The pwposes of an EIA
is to help design projects, 
which do not disturb the quality of the environ
ment by examining alter
natives.
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